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Figure 1: Results of our video-driven animation approach trained with a single-person dataset.

Abstract

We present a new approach for video-driven animation of high-quality neural 3D head models, addressing the challenge of
person-independent animation from video input. Typically, high-quality generative models are learned for specific individuals
from multi-view video footage, resulting in person-specific latent representations that drive the generation process. In order to
achieve person-independent animation from video input, we introduce an LSTM-based animation network capable of translat-
ing person-independent expression features into personalized animation parameters of person-specific 3D head models. Our
approach combines the advantages of personalized head models (high quality and realism) with the convenience of video-driven
animation employing multi-person facial performance capture. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on synthesized
animations with high quality based on different source videos as well as an ablation study.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Computer graphics; Animation; Rendering;

1. Introduction

Analysis and synthesis of human faces play an important role in
many fields such as movie productions, game development, or vir-
tual reality (VR). Especially, video-driven facial animation receives
great attention as this technique simplifies otherwise difficult tasks
such as video/photo editing, visual dubbing, or the animation of
3D human characters. While recent advances in multi-person facial
re-enactment have significantly improved animation quality, chal-
lenges persist in achieving both (photo) realism and seamless in-
tegration into 3D virtual environments, crucial for creating immer-
sive VR experiences.

On the other hand, high-quality 3D neural head avatars are of-
ten created from captured multi-view data of a single individual,
resulting in person-specific latent representations driving the gen-

eration process. This presents a significant challenge when training
multi-person capable video-driven animation models.

In this paper, we propose a new approach for multi-person capa-
ble video-driven animation of high-quality 3D neural head avatars,
bridging the gap between realism and convenient animation for VR.
Our method overcomes the limitations of existing techniques by
seamlessly integrating (photo) realism of personalized head avatars
into multi-person video-based animation. We employ a hybrid head
representation that combines 3D mesh-based geometry, dynamic
textures, and neural rendering [PHE23]. In order to drive our neu-
ral head model with video footage of an arbitrary person, we ex-
tract subject-independent expression features using the method of
Feng et al. [FFBB21]. Taking into account the ambiguous mapping
between source expression space (person-independent) and target
expression space (animated head model), we design our animation
model as a recurrent neural network (LSTM) that performs not only
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a frame-by-frame prediction of animation parameters but considers
temporal relationships as well, resulting in more accurate anima-
tions even with unforeseen actors. To further improve the anima-
tion quality, we augmented the extracted expression features with a
learned residual, which simplifies finding a good mapping between
source and target expression parameters.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next
section reviews related work before section 3 presents an overview
of the proposed approach. Sections 4 and 5 describe the employed
neural head model and the video-driven animation approach. Fi-
nally, sections 6 and 7 discuss the experimental results and draw a
conclusion.

2. Related Work

Face Modelling

Learning controllable models of human faces/heads has been ex-
tensively studied over the last decades. While being comparably
simple, morphable models [BV99] are still one of the most popu-
lar approaches to represent facial expressions as they can be eas-
ily extended to increase the quality of facial expressions [BV99;
WBLP11; GVWT13; LYYB13; CWZ*14], incorporate additional
attributes such as identity, texture, and light [VBPP05; TZN*15]
or serve as a face geometry prior for various deep-learning-
based methods [TZK*17; KGT*18; CCL*20; BTS*21; GTZN21;
GPL*22]. However, a significant drawback of these linear mod-
els is the lack of expressiveness to correctly represent complex ar-
eas like the oral cavity, eyes, or hair. As a result, purely model-
based approaches often employ ’hand crafted’ solutions (e.g. oral
cavity) or simply ignore these areas [GVWT13; TZN*15], while
hybrid or 2D methods tackle this problem by representing facial
performances in geometry and texture space [PKHE17; DSJ*11]
or directly in 2D image space [HZSX22; WML21; SLT*19;
IZZE16]. In contrast, neural face models are based on deep gen-
erative architectures such as variational auto-encoder [KW13]
or generative adversarial networks [GPM*14], which can syn-
thesize detailed 3D geometry and high-resolution face textures
from a latent expression vector [BLS*21; CBGB20; LBZ*20;
PHE20; LSSS18]. More recently, Ma et al. [MSS*21] proposed
a codec avatar that supports inference and rendering of neu-
ral head models even on mobile devices, whereas Grassal et
al. [GPL*22] present an approach for creating a personalized neu-
ral head avatar even from monocular video. Apart from traditional
mesh and texture-based models, several novel scene representa-
tions [MSO*19; SZW19; LSS*19; PCPM20; MST*20; TFT*20;
YLT*21; RPLG21; HSM*21; GTZN21] have been presented in
the recent years that allow for creating truly photo-realistic ren-
derings of humans. For example, Thies et al. [TZN19] propose a
deferred neural rendering approach to create photo-realistic ren-
derings of 3D computer graphic models. Kim et al. [KGT*18] and
Prokudin et al. [PBR21] combine neural rendering with paramet-
ric models of humans and human heads, which allows for photo-
realistic rendering of animatable CG models. Volumetric represen-
tations [MSO*19; SZW19; LSS*19; PCPM20; MST*20; TFT*20]
often capture the 3D structure and appearance of an object/scene
with a non-linear function that depends on the 3D position in space
as well as viewing direction and predicts color as well as volume

density. This allows for representing fine structures such as hair
fibers, objects with complex reflective properties such as glass and
metal but also dynamic effects like smoke. A big drawback, how-
ever, is the high computational complexity [YLT*21; RPLG21;
HSM*21; GTZN21]. While Müller et al. [MESK22] propose a new
approach that supports very fast training as well as real-time ren-
dering, they still lack semantic control, which is essential for ani-
mation.

Video-driven Facial Animation

In recent years, many methods for multi-person video-driven facial
animation have been published, which can be categorized into 2D
and 3D approaches.

The main advantage of 2D approaches [ZLG*23; DCK*22;
WML21; HKK*20; ZPW*20; SLT*19; GSZ*18] is their simplicity
of use as a single image of the target person can be animated with
a driving-video of another person requiring no additional prepro-
cessing. A big disadvantage, however, is the lack of 3D informa-
tion, which results in unrealistic distortions and obvious rendering
artifacts as soon as the head pose changes considerably. Several ap-
proaches have been proposed to overcome this problem. For exam-
ple, Wang et al. [WML21] predict explicit features for appearance,
expression, head-pose, as well as canonical 3D key points, whereas
Hong et al. [HZSX22] introduce a depth-aware generative adver-
sarial network (GAN) that predicts depth values for each face pixel.
While both 2D methods can improve the visual quality of resulting
videos, the lack of a consistent underlying 3D model still degrades
the rendering quality under strong 3D rotations. More importantly,
these methods cannot be used to animate faces for 3D applications
such as games or virtual reality.

3D-aware methods [FRP*22; DBB22; FFBB21; TZN19;
KGT*18] usually fit an existing 3D morphable face model to each
frame of a video by predicting the corresponding model parame-
ters (i.e. identity, expression, head pose, etc.) with a convolutional
neural network. This captures the 3D facial performance of a per-
son from a monocular video and allows for transferring the cap-
tured facial expression to a target person in a different video (e.g.
by rendering the animated face model with adapted expression pa-
rameters). While this approach works well in general, the under-
lying linear face models often do not capture/reproduce facial ex-
pressions accurately enough and/or they cannot be easily integrated
into real-time 3D environments.

Contribution

In this paper, we present a new approach for real-time video-driven
animation of a personalized 3D neural head model. Unlike previous
methods in multi-person video-driven animation, our approach sur-
passes the limitations associated with linear morphable face models
that frequently exhibit insufficient accuracy in capturing and repro-
ducing intricate facial expressions.

Instead, we employ a personalized high-quality neural head
avatar that allows for photo-realistic rendering and convenient inte-
gration in 3D scenes. In order to bridge the gap between the driving
video and our neural head model, we extract person-independent
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Figure 2: High-level architecture of the proposed animation network.

expression features that allow for transferring the facial expression
from the source video to our neural head avatar using a recurrent
neural network (LSTM). Our contribution thereby enhances the fi-
delity and realism of video-driven facial animations and therefore
allows effortless integration into immersive experiences in virtual
environments.

3. System Overview

In the first step, we create a personalized neural head model that
represents 3D geometry, head motion, facial expression, and ap-
pearance of the captured person, Sec. 4. This model is learned
from video data of an actor captured with a multi-view camera
rig and can be driven with a latent expression vector. After train-
ing the VAE-based head model, the captured facial performance
can be represented by a sequence of low-dimensional latent param-
eter vectors. In the second step, we compute person-independent
expression features for each captured video frame using the ap-
proach of Feng et al. [FFBB21]. Hence, the complex task of video-
driven animation is reduced to transforming a sequence of person-
independent expression features into a sequence of animation pa-
rameters for our neural head model using a recurrent neural net-
work, Sec. 5. Finally, to increase realism, we employ a neural ren-
dering model that refines rasterization-based images of our head
model, which allows for synthesizing photo-realistic videos of the
animated head model.

4. Hybrid Head Representation

Our approach is based on a photo-realistic animatable 3D head
model [PHE23] that is computed from multi-view video footage
to ensure that it perfectly resembles the appearance of the captured
person. The model-building process consists of three stages: first,
a statistical head model is employed to recover pose and approx-
imate head geometry for each captured frame based on automat-
ically detected landmarks [KS14] and optical flow. In the second
step, dynamic head textures are extracted in addition to the ap-
proximate geometry to reproduce fine details, small motions, and
complex deformations (e.g. in the oral cavity). After geometry re-
covery and texture extraction, each captured frame is represented
by rigid motion parameters T, blend-shape weights b, and an RGB
image as texture. Based on this data, we train a deep generative face
model (VAE) that reconstructs blend-shape weights b as well as

face textures from a low-dimensional expression vector z, thereby
enabling natural, plausible, and realistic facial animation. An adver-
sarial training strategy based on a patch-based discriminator net-
work [IZZE16] helps to improve the texture reconstruction qual-
ity. After the model creation, all captured multi-view sequences are
represented with a single parameter vector consisting of 3D head
pose T as well as expression vectors z.
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Figure 3: High-level architecture of the employed neural head
model.

While the convenient mesh-plus-texture representation allows
for correctly reconstructing the facial performance as well as most
of the appearance, important details (e.g. silhouette, oral cavity,
hair, etc.) cannot be reproduced, see figure 5. Therefore, a self-
supervised rendering approach based on pixel-to-pixel translation
is employed. The render network receives the mesh-based render-
ing as input and predicts a refined head image as well as weight
masks that help to separate foreground from background. This sim-
plifies the training process (i.e. no need to pre-compute foreground
masks) and provides a means for integrating the rendered head
model with new backgrounds or into 3D scenes.

The image formation model (1) is a convex combination of the
mesh-based rendering Iorig, a corrective image Icorr and the static
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Figure 4: Architecture of the animation network.

background Ibackg, where each image contributes according to spa-
tially varying weight maps α, β, and γ.

Iout = α Iorig +β Icorr + γ Ibackg

α+β+ γ = 1
(1)

The real-time re-rendering network is based on a U-Net archi-
tecture [RPB15] where the input tensor contains the RGB colors
of the mesh-based rendering and the output tensor consists of six
channels: RGB color plus three channels that contain the weight
maps α, β, and γ. Training the render model requires only the cap-
tured frame, the mesh-based rendering Iorig of the textured head
model, an empty background frame (i.e. clean plate) Ibackg while
an alpha-mask for foreground/background segmentation is learned
automatically in an unsupervised manner. For more details please
refer to [PHE23].

5. Video-Based Neural Animation

After the creation of the neural head model, each frame of the
captured multi-view video footage is encoded into a low dimen-
sional latent vector z. This vector represents the facial expression
and head pose of the actor captured in the footage. However, as
the training database only consists of visual information of a sin-
gle individual, training a multi-person animation approach directly
poses a challenge. To overcome this limitation, we extract person-
independent expression features x from the captured video footage
using the method of Feng et al. [FFBB21], which was trained with
a large number of individuals showing different facial expressions
and head poses. This way, each frame of our multi-view data is la-
beled with a person-independent expression information x as well
as a latent expression vector z that drives our neural head model.
In order to animate the neural head avatar, it is essential to predict

the corresponding animation parameter z from each expression fea-
ture x. Due to the inherent ambiguity of this mapping, we employ
a recurrent architecture (LSTM) that performs not only a frame-
wise mapping but also captures temporal relationships between se-
quences of input features and animation parameters, figure 4.

Figure 5: This figure illustrates the quality of the employed hybrid
head model. The leftmost column shows the refinement weights β

followed by the foreground mask F , the initial mesh-based render-
ing, and the final output Iout . High intensity in the refinement mask
indicates strong corrections (e.g. neck, hair, sometimes mouth),
while low intensity indicates that the mesh-based rendering pro-
vides already correct pixel colors.

However, since the predicted expression weights and jaw an-
gles of Feng et al. [FFBB21] are optimized for the FLAME face
model [LBB*17], we use the 2048-dimensional output feature vec-
tor of an earlier layer (output of the ResNet50). During our ex-
periments, we found that computing a small expression residual
feature (during training) with a CNN from the target animation pa-
rameters helps to further improve the animation quality. This CNN
consists of four 1D convolutions (with kernel size 5, zero-padding
of 2) followed by a Leaky-ReLU and BatchNorm. In the end, an
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Figure 6: Visual comparison of the facial animation based on different input features.

average-pooling layer outputs the mean expression residual over
all 8 frames, which is then injected into the animation network, see
4. Our animation network is trained batch-wise (32) with short se-
quences (8 frames) of x transformed into equally long sequences of
y minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) between y and the
target expression z. All Leaky-ReLU layers have a leakiness of
1.0e−2. We train the network for 15000 iterations using the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 1.0e−4 and exponential learning
rate scheduling with γ = 0.96.

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

This section presents our evaluation, and visual results generated
with the proposed method as still images, while an accompanying
video demonstrating dynamic effects can be found in the supple-
mentary material. For our experiments, we captured an actress with
a synchronized and calibrated multi-view camera rig consisting of
three cameras (frontal, diagonally left/right) at eye level. We cap-
tured different facial expressions as well as speech (single words
and monologues in English). The actress was not restricted in terms
of the presented emotion. The effective capture resolution for the
head is approximately 520x360 pixels. All pre-processing steps,
network training, and experiments have been carried out on a reg-
ular desktop computer with 64GB Ram, 2.6 GHz CPU (14 cores
with hyper-threading), and one GeForce RTX3090 graphics card.
The captured data was split into four sequences with a total length

of approximately 3 minutes for training and one test sequence with
a total duration of approximately 30 seconds. We evaluated the pro-
posed network architecture with different input features: the orig-
inal DECA expression features (blend shape weights and jaw an-
gles), earlier expression features produced by the Resnet50, and
Resnet50 features augmented with an auxiliary feature vector that
helps to disambiguate the mapping between input expression fea-
ture and target animation parameter. For inference, we use a zero
residual feature vector for animation.

During development, we visually compared an MLP-based,
CNN-based, and LSTM-based architecture and found that the
LSTM-based performs best. Moreover, we use rather short input
sequences of 8 frames as we found that more temporal context does
not yield better animation results anymore.

Figure 6 illustrates the differences in the resulting animation
based on the tested input features. In our experiments, we found
that the generated talking head videos based on the Resnet50 fea-
tures appear to be more realistic and included fewer artifacts. Es-
pecially, the augmented Resnet50 features yield livelier and more
natural animations, which can be seen in the supplemental video.
We evaluate our animation method against three recent approaches
(DAGAN [HZSX22], LIA [WYBD22], FADM [ZLG*23]) for the
generation of photo-realistic talking heads based on the driving
video of an arbitrary person. Figure 7 illustrates the rendering and
animation quality of all approaches based on video samples taken
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Source Video        DAGAN                 LIA                   FADM              OURS

Figure 7: Comparison of the proposed animation approach with 3 recent methods for multi-person video-driven face animation.
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from the VoxCeleb2 [CNZ18] dataset, MEAD [WWS*20] dataset,
and Obama’s weekly address footage [SSK17]. The main advan-
tage of our approach is that a high-quality neural head model can be
connected with a multi-person capable video-driven animation ap-
proach, which results in the higher visual quality of the synthesized
videos, more visible details, fewer rendering artifacts, and more
natural animations. Our intuition on why the residual features im-
prove animation during inference is that they reduce the likelihood
that the network learns spurious correlations between input expres-
sion features and target animation parameters. Expression differ-
ences that can neither be explained by the original Resnet50 fea-
tures nor by the temporal context can be represented by the residual
features, which are computed from the target animation parameters.
Additionally, providing only an average residual feature per train-
ing sequence prevents the network from relying too much on the
these artificial features.

There are also limitations: in order to achieve high visual quality
a personalized neural head model is created, however this requires
retraining if a new virtual character has to be integrated. Currently,
the residual features are only used during training but not for infer-
ence. However, with a suitable generative model, they could enable
fine-tuning of the generated animations also during inference as
they capture further expression details that cannot be explained by
the original input features.

7. Conclusions

We present a new method for the animation of 3D neural head mod-
els. Our method extracts person-independent expression features
from monocular video and translates them successfully into real-
istic animation parameters for our neural head model. This allows
for animating high-quality 3D head avatars by arbitrary actors even
though the model is generated only from captured data of a single
person. For more robust training, we augment the extracted expres-
sion features, which helps to disambiguate the mapping between
source expression features and target animation space. We show
that our neural head model can be successfully animated from arbi-
trary persons and compare our approach against recent methods for
video-driven facial re-enactment demonstrating the high quality of
our animation results.
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